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a unique solution!

The               product uses 
recycled tyres, (up to 3 tyres per 
square metre) reduced to rubber 
crumb, resin and a range of 
attractive aggregates, to create a 
totally porous product that solves 
two environmental issues: landfill; 
and flooding.

                      is unique in its approach 
to the construction market, as it utilises 
a porous rubber sub-layer, and having 
been fully certified by the Building 
Research Establishment (BRE), it meets 
all criteria to supply into this vast 
industry.

Serious flooding in 2007 affected the 
UK, resulting in loss of life, disruption 
and damage estimated at around £3 
billion. In many cases the flooding 
happened because drains could not 
cope with the amount of rainwater 
flowing into them. The effects of climate 
change mean that this kind of heavy 
rainfall event (and subsequent flooding) 
may occur more often in the future.

Recognising this problem, the 
Environment Agency produced a paper 
in September 2008, entitled “Guidance 
on the permeable surfacing of front 
gardens”. This paper examined the 
increased risk of flooding due to non 
permeable driveways, and as from 1st 
October 2008, planning permission is 
now needed for paving front gardens 
and any areas over 5 square metres 
with non-permeable materials.

Wet-pour products provide a 
complete solution to the requirements 
of the Environment Agency and do not 
need planning permission.

Water can percolate through
                     up to 2,000 litres per 
square metre per hour, water can be 
harvested and collected, or tanked.

The               product market is 
diverse, from commercial and 
residential projects through to local 
councils & urban regeneration.

Totally porous compared with 
the competition 
Fast to Install providing an 
attractive surface 
Can save up to 100% on the 
rain tax recently introduced for 
commercial properties 
Environmentally Friendly; Both 
Tyres & the Aggregate can be 
recycled 
Complies with the Sustainable 
Housing code
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SudscapeTM operates in the commercial and residential car park, driveway and 
footpath market, providing a unique, environmentally and commercially acceptable 
range of products that fall in line with recent SUDS legislation in the UK.
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